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About me

Experienced full-stack developer with a front-end basis being in this business for the last 8 years, I have
become an expert who is completely dedicated to designing and building large-scale and distributed
applications that are written using the latest technologies like Reactjs, Nextjs powered by Nodejs, Laravel,
and Asp.net (c#). I am the one who loves to start and architect projects from scratch by knowing all
aspects of development cycles including development, technical design, testing, analysis,
experimentation, relational and non-relational database integration, and launching apps in Cloud and
Non-Cloud hosts. My ownership spirit makes me a person who is eager to guide juniors on their way to
becoming future experts.

Professional career

10/2021 - today Full-Stack Javascript Developer
Pinkswan Sarl, Geneva, Switzerland

● Design, Development, and deployment of 5 web applications with Express.js as the backend
framework and React.js and Nextjs as the frontend.

● Implementing best practices for Authorization, Logging, and Feature reach Components and
services

● Development of high-quality and high-performance software solutions (backend and frontend) in
a Javascript-centered development and operating environment

● Design and implement a clean and scalable structure for the backend applications that ensure
efficient code organization and maintainability.

● Carrying out unit tests and accompanying integration tests
● Web applications dockerization and the CI/CD pipeline integration
● Integration of the PostgreSQL database into the backend applications to enable seamless data

storage and retrieval.
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● Development of helper servers and their integration with Kafka for real-time data synchronization,
enabling smooth and synchronized communication between different components of the
applications.

● Design and implement a unique error-handling system tailored to the company's specific needs,
ensuring effective identification, logging, and resolution of errors.

● Designing maintainable APIs with standards

03/2021 - 09/2021 Full-Stack Developer
TIMNAK Travel Agency, Shiraz, Iran

● designed and developed fully responsive web applications and websites using the ReactJS
framework and Laravel, following industry best practices and delivering quality user experiences.

● Supporting and training backend developers in implementing standard RESTful APIs, ensuring
consistency and best practices in all projects.

● Providing expertise in security issues, ensuring secure coding procedures, and implementing
appropriate authentication and authorization mechanisms in back-end systems.

● Led front-end development for multiple projects and worked effectively with cross-functional
teams to deliver intuitive and visually appealing user interfaces.

Education

09/2015 - 11/2014 Islamic Azad University Kerman
Master's degree in software design and production

09/2010 - 09/2018 Islamic Azad University of Science and Research of Fars
Bachelor in Information Technology

Knowledge

IT skills:
PHP, PhpMyAdmin, Software Testing, ASP.NET MVC, C#, Web Application Design, Entity Framework,
ASP.NET Core, ASP.NET Web API, Web Services, Laravel, WordPress, Development, .NET Core,
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP), MVC, Web Development, Responsive Web Design, TypeScript,
AdonisJs, Redux toolkit, Node.js, React.js, NextJs, MySQL, Postgres, MongoDB, React Native, Redux
Thunk, Redux.js, Git, Express.js, Web Services API, CI/CD, Docker, Restify, Apache Kafka, jQuery,
Sequelize, REST APIs, Redis

Foreign language

English (B2), German (A2), Persian (mother tongue)

Hobbies

soccer, computer games, novels, education and teaching, new language, new Technologies, Artificial
intelligence, Camping
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